MENTORING PROGRAM
VISION STATEMENT – “We together, envision a world where each one of us is more consciously tapped
into and harnessing seen and unseen universal love and light energies and forces that bring about
healing, transformation and expansion of consciousness. Our co-creative efforts give rise to a greater
unity of all that is and brings comprehensive shifts that will shape the Heaven on Earth we have all
dreamed of.”
OVERVIEW – Would you like to more fully acknowledge the innate beauty and creative potential of your
soul and spirit? Would you like to become the most unique flowering of your authentic and magnificent
co-creative expression? Would you like to make a difference on our dear Gaia? Elizabeth’s unique
mentoring program may be just what you are looking for.
Elizabeth has been mentoring her clients through readings and informal mentoring for over 15 years.
She has recently set up a formal way to study with her. This mentoring program concentrates on two
broad areas:
1. The first area of concentration is on the co-creative process. The process of co-creation holds
the awareness that there are vast arenas of knowledge and assistance which we know very little
about. At SPIRITWATER GARDENS we have always set the intention to co-create our products
with guidance from non-physical realms of love and light frequencies (which include the deva
and nature spirit energies!). This perspective from “upstairs” gives us the ability to see the
whole picture. Like a traffic helicopter is able to observe so much more from the air, we want to
be able to observe more than just what we can see from our car. We don’t even know for sure,
what is around the next bend.
One of the assignments during your mentoring program will be to use the co-creative process
to bring one (or several ) of your visions or ideas into physical manifestation with the assistance
of your co-creative team.
2. The second broad area of focus for the mentoring program is based on the idea that everyone
has different needs, so the program is individualized for each client. This is not a cookie cutter
program. Elizabeth will intuit, through divine guidance, the specific areas where the client can
grow, build momentum and breakthrough in order to reach his or her fullest potential. Specific
discussion, healing, (including a variety of ways to self heal), channeled messages, affirmations,
readings, exercises and other assignments will be given, based on the needs of each individual.
Once you have completed the program, an invitation is extended to you to join our WISDOM
KEEPERS CIRCLE. You will belong to a community of like-minded individuals that you can trust and
will support and nurture you. As divine guidance guides us, we will work together on co-creative
projects around the globe.
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN THROUGH THIS MENTORING PROGRAM:
1. Learn to confidently be fully engaged in a passionate expression of your soul destiny path.

2. Learn how to connect with and harness the energies of the non-physical realms of love and light
frequencies for your co-creative projects.
3. Learn new healing modalities and know the different “signature energies” of each modality.
4. Learn more details and specifically know who to work with as it relates to the diverse and
endless assistance from the divine realms.
5. What characteristics the divine is looking for in a person that wants to co-create.
6. How to recognize when you are giving up too much of your inner authority to an outside “guru”
and what to do about it.
7. Learn the 6 red flags that let you know that you are not on your soul destiny path.
8. How to hear the divine inner guidance over all the other voices that come from emotions, peers,
family and other conditioning.
9. How the challenging situations and difficult terrain are improving your progress.
10. Individualized steps (based on guidance) to help you to find your passion and most authentic
self.
11. Uncover the authentic and accomplished healer and bring healing and transformation for
yourself and others.
12. How to calibrate anything to see if it is supporting or compromising your entire energetic
totality.
13. What to do if those around you are not understanding or supporting you.
14. How to be more fully and divinely guided moment by moment.
15. How to experience more divine timing, miraculous coincidences, and karma – less, shapeshifting solutions.
16. What Nature Medicine is and how it can help you heal and transform.
17. A specific co-creative healing process for plants, trees, gardens and beyond.
18. Receiving and administering co-creative healings from Universal Mother Mary (or other
ascended beings).
19. Specific exercises to “raise your antenna” to capture cosmic activations and downloads.
20. De-cluttering social circles and social media and redefining our boundaries.
21. Learn to experience more and more pleasure each day by enjoying the true and inspiring charm
of the journey.
22. Recognition and an invitation to join our WISDOM KEEPERS CIRCLE. (All graduates are invited
once they have completed all of the facets of the program.)
23. Overcoming your fear to take the first (or next) step.
24. Essential ritual for any co-creative activity.
25. And much, much more depending on your specific skill set and path!!!!
TIME FRAME FOR MENTORING PROGRAM:
Through divine intuition, Elizabeth has been guided to create a great deal of flexibility into
the mentoring program. However we do honor a few parameters. Over the period of 6, 9 or 12
months, three COMPREHENSIVE SESSIONS (each 1 and ½ hour long are scheduled. These longer
sessions include assignments, messages, readings, affirmations, exercises, healings and other

training as intuited during and before the call. Also the client has prepared questions in any area
of life that are shared and answered through divine guidance during the call.
Each COMPREHENSIVE SESSION is followed by what we call the FOLLOW UP SESSION,
(usually about 25 -30 minutes) which is scheduled about 1 month after each COMPREHENSIVE
SESSION. Also during the period of the mentoring program, you have unlimited access to
Elizabeth through email and short conversations if necessary. Payment is due at each of the
three COMPREHENSIVE SESSIONS.
NEXT STEP
The first step to take to be interviewed for Elizabeth’s mentoring program is to contact her
and she will have you fill out a questionnaire. This questionnaire determines whether the needs
of the client can be fulfilled through the program. If this is the case, Elizabeth will call you
personally to review each of your answers, one by one, taking the time to gain further
knowledge as it relates to the “landscape” of the client. If a win-win situation is apparent, your
first COMPREHENSIVE SESSION is set up!!!!!!!!!!
COST
Each of the 3 COMPREHENSIVE SESSIONS is $600 due several days before each call. There is
no charge for each the FOLLOW UP SESSIONS.

